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QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT 
 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Period Covering October 11, 2010 – January 10, 2011 
 
Financial Assistance Agreement #FAA080094 
 
Planning and Design of the Walking Box Ranch Property 
 
 
Executive Summary 
 
 UNLV participated in three project workshops and one additional meeting to 
assist in planning and design of the future WBR museum and field/research 
station. 
 Weather station progress included design of programming software that will 
provide past weather information to website user, two abstracts have been 
submitted to an energy sustainability meeting, and a paper reviewing energy 
efficient building envelope components has been prepared and submitted for 
publication. 
 Work has begun on a new education project titled “Multimedia Field Guides for 
Public Engagement at Walking Box Ranch, Mojave Desert.” The project will 
develop and disseminate a modern geological and environmental field guide 
designed to engage and educate students and the public at the Walking Box 
Ranch. 
 PLI educators (Brody and Page) are designing a Professional Development 
workshop on Environmental Literacy.  The workshop will be directed at 6th, 7th, 
and 9th grade teachers who teach earth science, life science and environmental 
science. 
 
Summary of Attachments 
 
 WBR_Program_Review_Meeting_Notes.pdf  
 Interpretation Meeting 110910.doc 
 Infrastructure meeting Minutes.doc 
 WeatherStation Dec2010.doc  
 Nowicki_walkingbox_proposal.pdf 
 Multimedia_progress_010311.doc 
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Planning and Design, and Construction Phase Items: 
 
1. Provide BLM with consultation and advise to assist the BLM in defining the 
scope of work for the design of this project. The UNLV shall coordinate with 
the University departments and schools and act as the academic focal point for 
information relative to the design of the Science and Training Center for arid 
land studies. 
 
 UNLV participated in a two-day kickoff meeting to restart the BLM-AECOM 
architectural and engineering drawing phase of the project.  The meeting was 
held in the PLI conference room on the UNLV campus on October 12-13, 
2010.  (See Attachment WBR_Program_Review_Meeting_Notes. Pdf) 
 AECOM’s interpretation team visited WBR on Monday, November 8, 2010, 
to review and revisit project interpretation plans.  UNLV arranged to have 
Rex Bell, Jr. meet the team at the ranch, and Paula Garrett, UNLV biologist 
on the project also met with the team to provide technical and historical 
support. 
 UNLV participated in a one-day interpretation workshop on Tuesday, 
November 9, 2010, at the PLI conference room on the UNLV campus.  
Formal meeting minutes were not provided.  See Attachment Interpretation 
Meeting 110910.doc for UNLV meeting notes. 
 UNLV participated in a two-day systems workshop to identify all mechanical, 
electrical and other systems to be used in the renovation of historic buildings 
and new buildings to be constructed.  The workshop was held December 2-3, 
2010, at the PLI conference room on the UNLV campus.  Formal meeting 
minutes have not been provided.  See Attachment Infrastructure meeting 
Minutes.doc for UNLV meeting notes. 
 Jean Cline, UNLV and Cathleen Malmstrom, ARG visited Oliver Ranch on 
Saturday, December 4, 2010, to view materials stored there by BLM, which 
may be used as recycled materials in the renovation and building at the ranch.  
A number of types of wood and fencing materials are available and may be 
incorporated into the building designs. 
 
2. Participate in all phases of scoping and planning meetings and meetings with 
the BLM’s planners, architects, and contractors for the design and development 
of the Walking Box Ranch as a Science, Research, and Training Center and 
Museum for the study of arid lands and development of the Headquarters as a 
Museum and interpretive center. The UNLV’s participation is to provide input 
to the BLM relevant to the specific educational and research goals of the 
project. 
 
 UNLV participated in three planning meetings and a visit by the architecture 
team interpreters to the ranch.  See the first four items under Planning and 
Design, and Construction Phase Items 1, immediately above. 
 The quantity and sizes of rhyolite rock will need to be determined following 
project startup.  UNLV will work with project architects to determine the 
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required material, and will then work with Viceroy Mining to obtain the 
material.  ARG is currently working with stone masons to determine 
quantities and sizes 
 
3. Assist BLM in developing the environmental assessment by providing technical 
input and review of the draft environmental assessment. 
 
 There were no environmental assessment activities this quarter.  However, 
UNLV is aware that BLM is working on completing this assessment so that 
geotechnical investigations at the ranch can begin on schedule.  UNLV is 
available to help as needed. 
 
4. Provide technical and academic advice to BLM in the development of the 
museum facilities, by conducting research into the historic records of the ranch 
and providing recommendations about the appropriate interpretive and 
environmental education programs that may be presented at the ranch. 
 
 Weather Station accomplishments: 
o The weather station has continued to perform as expected and the 
meteorological data collection continued during this quarter. In addition, 
the satellite communications and online display of the collected live data 
(hourly updated) has been good. As further improvements on the data 
management, an advanced user interface to provide additional options for 
online users is being developed. This interface can be used to view the 
past and current meteorological information according to user preferences 
such as daily, monthly average etc. In this quarter the development of 
interface to display the daily historic data has been completed. 
 
The weather data collected and received, through already set up wireless 
communications, from the Walking Box ranch site is in a raw data file 
(.DAT) format. This has been imported to the database using ETL (extract, 
transform and load) tools of Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services 
(SSIS). A dataflow package has been created in SSIS that transforms the 
data from a raw file to a database file. A job is assigned to SQL Server 
agent that updates the database file with the newly collected data every 
day.  
 
A reporting server has been setup using SQL Server Reporting Services 
(SSRS) that accepts date and other input variables, and generates a report 
to display the requested information in graphical format. 
 
o DNI Sensor Installation: 
There has been some delay in the installation of direct normal incidence 
(DNI) radiation measurement sensor (pyranometer with dual axis tracking) 
due to the permissions required for the installation. During this time 
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alternative methods have been developed to install the entire weather 
station at a location without disturbing the existing buildings.    
 
o An abstract on the solar PV studies has been submitted to the ASME 
Energy Sustainability 2011 conference and was accepted. Title: 
Experimental Comparison and Economic Analysis of PV Technologies for 
Utility Scale Installations. 
o An abstract on the solar water heater studies has been submitted to the 
ASME Energy Sustainability 2011 conference and was accepted. Title: 
Experimental Study for Performance Assessment of Evacuated Glass Tube 
Solar Water Heating Systems. 
o A preliminary version of the web interface and data management system 
has been developed to allow the users to access the historic weather data.  
o A review of the energy efficient building envelope components has been 
completed. A preliminary draft has been prepared for a journal 
publication. Title: Passive Building Energy Savings: A Review of 
Building Envelope components.   
o See attachment WeatherStation Dec2010.doc for a complete update on 
the weather station and related research. 
 
 UNLV is funding an education project submitted by Dr. Scott Nowicki, 
UNLV Geoscience, titled Multimedia Field Guides for Public Engagement at 
Walking Box Ranch, Mojave Desert. The project will develop and 
disseminate a modern geological and environmental field guide designed to 
engage and educate students and the public at the Walking Box Ranch field 
station in southern NV. A series of geospatially-enhanced pod/vodcast-style 
field guides will be developed in which participants are expected to be in the 
field, observing the landscape and features first-hand, while guided by audio 
tracks, remote sensing imagery, and digital animations. Aimed at the 
inexperienced user, the employment of hand-held devices will provide users 
the ability to tailor their experience and view information about remote 
sensing, geology, and geospatial technology. To facilitate the use of these 
resources, they will be made available for free download on the Walking Box 
Ranch website, and disseminated though UNLV geoscience courses. This 
effort is aimed at increasing the utilization of remote sensing datasets, the 
visibility of current environmental processes, and public appreciation for 
natural landscapes in the Mojave Desert. Preliminary work for the 
development of Walking Box Ranch field guides has included 1) initial testing 
of hand-held hardware for users, 2) hiring of team members, and 3) 
preliminary research for geologic guides.  See Attachment 
Nowicki_walkingbox_proposal.pdf for project proposal and Attachment 
Multimedia_progress_010311.doc for quarterly progress. 
 UNLV is collecting and preparing data for informational brochures that will 
be available to the public at the ranch in the future and will provide 
information on biology (reptiles, mammals, plants), geology, anthropology, 
and Clara Bow and Rex Bell films, topics relevant to the ranch and the 
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Mohave Desert. UNLV is working with B&P Advertising on design of a 
Walking Box Ranch brochure and presentation folder, which will be used to 
produce brochures and advertising documents with a professional appearance 
that is consistent with the ranch brand. 
 UNLV has completed having all of Rex Bell, Jr’s. photo albums digitally 
scanned.  Many of these images will be used by project interpreters for 
museum displays. 
 Rex Bell, Jr. is in the process of using completed inventories of items that he 
owns, to determine which items he will donate or sell to UNLV for inclusion 
in the planned museum at Walking Box Ranch.   
 
5. Contribute technical and educational-based assistance to the BLM for the 
BLM’s consideration during construction development for the Science and 
Training Center and Museum as it relates to the future operations of these 
facilities as education centers. 
 
 Following a visit by approximately 20 teachers from the Clark County School 
District to the ranch for a half day to discuss education opportunities at WBR, 
PLI educators (Allison Brody and Amy Page) are designing a Professional 
Development workshop on Environmental Literacy.  The workshop will be 
directed at 6th, 7th, and 9th grade teachers who teach earth science, life science 
and environmental science.  The workshop, which will be held at WBR, will 
last about 2.5 days, will require 15 hours of contact time, and will offer one 
professional development credit.  Brody and Page are currently writing the 
professional development application to obtain Clark County School District 
approval and credit.  
 UNLV has learned that Clark County was not selected for funding through the 
Broadband Technology Opportunities Program, administered by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. This means that an alternative infrastructure for 
high-speed data services to the Walking Box Ranch project still needs to be 
identified and built.  
 UNLV public safety participated in the recent kickoff and systems meetings 
held at PLI to discuss security needs for future operation of the ranch.  UNLV 
security personnel will meet in January 2011 to determine best approaches, 
which may include security cameras, alarms, lighting, and renewed 
involvement by Metro CPTED program officers, who are trained in 
incorporating security into building design. 
 UNLV IT personnel are now determining the extent to which they can advise 
on IT networking and technology, and will recommend consultants as needed.  
 
6. Provide input and feedback to the BLM during the construction of the Field 
Research and Training Center and the Museum. 
 
 The project is not under construction at this time. 
 
Phase 1 Deliverables: 
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1. Provide a Facility and Future Needs Alignment Report that will identify the 
types of future research and training programs that will be conducted at 
Walking Box Ranch Field Research and Training Center and Museum. The 
report will also include a matrix that aligns predicted future activities with 
facility, construction, furnishing, and equipment needs.  
 
 This report will be prepared following receipt of the business plan, that will 
contribute to identifying future activities and equipment needs.   
 
2. Assist the BLM in developing a Preservation Plan for Existing Structures on 
the Headquarters Parcel of the Walking Box Ranch. 
 
 Project architects are now in the initial phases of determining how best to 
preserve existing historic structures.  UNLV is assisting by making BLM and 
all project participants aware of continuing building damage owing to water 
seeking into cracks in the ranch house.  UNLV provided a plan for temporary 
repair to the cracks last summer.  Approval was given in late December 2010 
after additional damage to the ranch house, and the cracks have now been 
repaired with materials that will be removed in the future when a permanent 
fix is designed.  
 
3. Provide a Business Plan detailing anticipated future research, training, and 
other use goals and a financial plan for reaching those goals. The Business 
Plan should also describe income and operations and maintenance costs. 
 
 UNLV has discussed modifications to the draft plan with Dornbusch and 
associates and is now awaiting receipt of the final version of the plan.   
 
Phase 2 Deliverables: 
 
1. Prepare a Project Development Plan that reflects UNLV’s Business Plan. The 
Project Development Plan should refine the anticipated research, residential 
training activities, and Museum use; identify recommended new facilities and 
renovations; outline construction; and plan center management (print and 
PDF). 
 
 The project development plan will be completed following receipt of the 
business plan. 
 
2. Assist the BLM in creating a detailed Work Plans for each aspect of project 
development such as, but not limited to, existing building use, new construction, 
interpretive programs, and center management, based upon the Comprehensive 
Master Plan and Preservation Plan. 
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 UNLV has assisted BLM this quarter through participation in the project 
meetings held this month, which have determined which building systems will 
be employed. 
 
Phase 3 Deliverables: 
 
1. Assist in the development of Facilities Design Drawings according to the 
recommendations of the Comprehensive Master Plan generated by the SAT 
project, in conformance with existing significant architectural features and 
historical attributes of the property, in a fashion responsive to LEED goals to 
the extent funding permits, and to meet all property easements. 
 
 UNLV has assisted BLM this quarter through participation in the project 
meetings held this month, which have determined which building systems will 
be employed. 
 
2. Assist in the development of Facilities Design Drawings for the preservation of 
facilities according to the recommendations of the Comprehensive Master Plan 
and Preservation Plan in conformance with historical and architectural 
attributes of the buildings and property, and to meet all property easements. 
 
 UNLV has assisted BLM this quarter through participation in the project 
meetings held this month, which have determined which building systems will 
be employed. 
 
Phase 4 Deliverables (During Construction): 
 
1. Provide the BLM consultation and advice during construction to help the BLM 
ensure the construction meets the goals of the project.  
 
 The project is not under construction at this time. 
 
2. Provide the BLM consultation and advice as needed during renovation of 
preserved facilities, to help the BLM ensure that the renovation meets goals of 
projects and is in accordance with historical restoration requirements and 
according to approved designs.  
 
 The project is not under construction at this time. 
 
Phase 5 Deliverables: 
 
1. Assess and identify furnishings and equipment based upon facility needs; 
provide the BLM information related to furnishings and equipment for new and 
preserved facilities so that the BLM can procure these items, within project 
funding under this Cooperative Assistance Agreement. The UNLV may provide 
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additional furnishings and equipment outside of this Agreement at the UNLV’s 
sole discretion.  
 
 While we are not acquiring furnishings at this time, we are continuing to work 
with Rex Bell Jr. about his desire to see original ranch furnishings now in his 
possession returned to the ranch.  For further details see the fourth item under 
Task 4 above. 
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT PLAN  
Walking Box Ranch – Planning and Design 
Year One Deliverables Percent Complete as 
July 10, 2010 
Plan for Completion 
Planning and Design:   
1. Provide BLM with 
consultation and advice in 
defining the scope of the 
design of the Science and 
Training Center. 
45% Continue to consult and advise 
BLM in the scope of design of 
the training center. 
2. Participate in all phases of 
scoping and planning team 
meetings for the design and 
development of WBR as a 
Science, Research, and 
Training Center and 
Museum. 
45% Continue to participate in scoping 
and planning of the Museum and 
the training center. 
3. Assist BLM in developing 
the environmental assessment 
process with technical input 
and review of drafts. 
65% Continue to work with EDAW 
and BLM on the Environmental 
Assessment process, scheduled to 
be complete later summer/early 
fall 2009, but now delayed until 
2010. 
4. Provide technical and 
academic advice to BLM in 
development of the museum 
facilities with 
recommendations of 
interpretive and 
environmental programs for 
presentation at the Ranch. 
45% Continue to provide technical and 
academic advice for interpretive 
and environmental programs. 
5. Contribute technical and 
educational-based assistance 
to the BLM for the BLM’s 
consideration during 
construction development for 
the Science and Training 
Center and Museum as it 
relates to the future 
operations of these facilities 
as education centers. 
45% Continue to contribute technical 
and educational-based assistance 
to the BLM for the Science and 
Training Center and Museum. 
6. Provide input and feedback to 
BLM during the construction 
of Field Research and 
Training Center and the 
Museum. 
0% Project is not under construction. 
Phase 1 Deliverables:   
1. Provide a Facility and Future 
Needs Alignment Report that 
will identify the types of 
future research and training 
20% Work with faculty at UNLV to 
identify future research and 
training programs and incorporate 
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programs that will be 
conducted at Walking Box. 
in report.  This will be completed 
in 2010 in conjunction with a 
business plan. 
2. Assist the BLM in 
developing a Preservation 
Plan for Existing Structures 
on the Headquarters Parcel of 
the Walking Box Ranch. 
45% Work with BLM and ARG 
architects to develop preservation 
for existing structures. 
3. Provide a Business Plan 
detailing anticipated future 
research, training, and other 
use goals and a financial plan 
for reaching those goals. 
80% Obtain a detailed business plan 
that builds on the preliminary 
building plan prepared by 
Dornbusch and Associates in 
2009-10.  This will be 
accomplished in 2010. 
Phase 2 Deliverables:   
1. Prepare a Project 
Development Plan that 
reflects UNLV’s Business 
Plan. The Project 
Development Plan should 
refine the anticipated 
research, residential training 
activities, and Museum use. 
0% This will begin after a business 
plan is developed. 
 
 
2. Assist the BLM in creating a 
detailed Work Plans for each 
aspect of project development 
based upon the 
comprehensive master plan 
and preservation plan. 
10% This will begin as the project 
progress resumes. 
Phase 3 Deliverables:   
1. Assist in the development of 
Facilities Design Drawings 
according to 
recommendations of the 
comprehensive master plan 
generated by the SAT 
projects. 
45% We will continue to work with 
BLM, AECOM and AECOM 
subcontractors to assist with 
design of the facilities 
2. Assist in the development of 
facilities design drawings for 
the preservation of facilities 
according to the 
recommendations of the 
Comprehensive Master Plan 
and Preservation Plan. 
45% We will continue to work with 
BLM, AECOM and AECOM 
subcontractors to assist with 
design of the facilities 
Phase 4 Deliverables (During 
Construction): 
  
1. Provide the BLM 
consultation and advice 
during construction to help 
the BLM ensure the 
construction meets the goals 
of the project. 
0% The project is not yet in 
construction. 
 2. Provide the BLM 
consultation and advice as 
needed during renovation of 
preserved facilities, to meet 
goals of the project. 
0% The project is not in construction. 
Phase 5 Deliverables:   
1. Assess and identify 
furnishings and equipment 
based upon facility needs; 
provide the BLM information 
related to furnishings and 
equipment for new and 
preserved facilities so that the 
BLM can procure these 
items, within project funding 
under this Cooperative 
Assistance Agreement.  
25% We are in the process with Rex 
Bell Jr. of completing an 
inventory or items he will donate 
or sell to be exhibited in the 
planned museum at the ranch.  
Most equipment and furnishing 
planning will occur during the  
construction period. 
 
Submitted by:        
   01/10/11   
Margaret N. Rees,     Date 
Principal Investigator     
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ATTACHMENTS 
\ AECOM 
240 East Mountain Avenue 
Fort Collins, CO  80524 
www.aecom.com 
970 484 6073 tel 
970 484 8518 fax 
Meeting Minutes 
  
Below are meeting minutes compiled by AECOM from AECOM, ARG, and UNLV from the Program 
Review Meeting held on October 12-13, 2010. 
 
PROPOSED ACTION ITEMS (from RPA) 
 
 Full water sampling on the well water source. 
 Step drawdown pump test of the active well. 
 TV camera investigation of the active well. 
 Conductivity testing for Ground Source Heat Pump borings. 
 
These action items were from more recent discussions: 
 
 Investigation of the dry old windmill well hole – TV camera 1000’+, depth sounding. 
 Investigate existing Septic tanks (4?) – locate and review for condition, potentially pump out and 
leak test each. 
 
Meeting Notes 
 
 Phil:  Project Schedule through 65% design and submittal (Scope Item 3.3); submittal is January 
26 followed by a review meeting in Las Vegas.   
 Tom:  We must keep things adequate to keep balanced.  For example, we don’t want 
maintenance space to cost too much in classroom space.  Nail down requirements first, 
equipment later (but soon). 
 Phil:  We need to think about the building systems (mechanical, electrical and plumbing) and 
decide which systems to use.  The first step will be to figure out details of mechanical, electrical, 
etc.  We need to have everything fairly well decided, though not all the details. 
 Tom:  PV can be added later if budget and/or funding is available. 
Project  Walking Box Ranch  Page 1 
Attendees 
Phil Hendricks, Greg Oakes (AECOM), Cathleen Malmstrom, Adria Oswald (ARG), 
Tom Busch (BLM DSC), Nancy Christ, Peg Rees (PLI), Suresh Sadineni, Jean Cline, 
David Peers, David Javier, Jennifer Johnson  (UNLV) Robbie McAboy, Chad Vellinga 
(BLM Las Vegas) Bob Morton (RPA) 
Date of Meeting Project Start-Up Meeting, October 12 -13, 2010, UNLV/PLI Conference Room 
   
CC 
Email Distribution to BLM, UNLV and Design Team 
File: \\Usfco1fp001.na.aecomnet.com\Data\Projects\2004\04030051_16_WBR_TitleI_II\02PROJ_MGMT\2.1Meetings\Kick-
off_Mtgs\DCP Review Mtg_101210\Meeting Minutes\WBR_MeetingNotes_101025.docx 
Date October 28, 2010  
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 Phil:  We should schedule a meeting soon dealing with sustainability and infrastructure, consider 
all the options, the goal is to leave the workshop with informed decisions on which systems to go 
with.  Meeting should probably be held at UNLV so facilities and BLM Las Vegas staff can 
participate.  We need two days, probably the end of October/beginning of November. 
 National Energy Renewable Lab (NREL), Golden, CO is a leading sustainability example.  
 If ground source system is considered, test borings will be required to determine if the system is 
feasibility.  Possibly involve Barbara Luke (UNLV) to remotely look for caliche and identify soil 
properties.  We are generally looking at about 5’ deep, but possible deeper in some areas 
(percolation test).  Email her to see how soon she can perform the survey.  Send Barbara’s 
previous report to the team. 
 BLM does not have contract with Nevada Power, so there are no electrical power buy-back 
opportunities per Peg Rees. 
 UNLV staff who should be in the meeting to discuss systems for site: Don Land (maintenance), 
Kevin Rashco (head of facilities), Carl Reynolds (facilities), and David Javier (security). 
 Cathleen:  For the infrastructure workshop a summary matrix with initial analysis will be compiled 
for the different systems that might be considered. 
 Suresh Sadineni (SS), a mechanical research engineer who specializes in renewable energy 
projects. Installed a weatherstation, wind direction, speed, solar radiation, relative humidity, direct 
and diffused radiation on the bunkhouse. There is a live feed online -  http://publiclands.unlv.edu 
– then look for Walking Box Ranch. Wind speed is being measured at roof line of bunkhouse, but 
it should be monitored at 30’. 
 (SS) introduced the studies at the ranch.  Will have cumulated data on line by end of this 
semester.  He can provide tables of data now with monthly averages.  He can easily and quickly 
provide cost benefit analyses for all the different energy systems. 
 Tom:  The BLM has some requirements on renewables.  Tom will forward these to the team. 
 Nancy Christ (NC) asked if we have information on all the restrictions on site. 32 parcel 
restrictions, i.e., easements known are The Nature Conservancy (TNC). Title policy has not been 
finalized, but team should have this information. (NC) will provide information. 
 How will BLM handle value analysis (VA) process involving these sustainable building systems? If 
a workshop process is followed to decide which systems to use, then these systems will not be 
re-analyzed in the VA process.  
 How will we justify the estimated construction costs vs. the budget? Currently we need to cut $2M 
from the estimate of $12.3 M, to reach the $9.5M budget.  Phil – in the DCP phase we completed 
schematic construction cost estimate, from that a decision was made for a $9.5M project phase 
one.  Through design development, we will completed the design for the entire project and then 
decide on a phasing approach.  
 Passive cooling tower may work somewhere on campus. 
 Lighting:  LED’s are becoming more prevalent and economical. 
 Cathleen:  Still have some code work to do. 
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 Phil:  We can look at many alternatives, but we must remain aware of construction cost estimate 
and budget. 
 Highway improvements status review at NDOT is still unknown. (PR) to follow up. Project budget 
only includes 40-acre property, so this road and highway costs cost could be excluded.  It is 
already noted as a future cost on the current estimate. 
 Since the entry road is outside of 40 acres, should it be included? If this work is included in the 
design fee, then keep it in, however, the sheets should be kept separate from the set since this 
depends on funding. 
 Robbie: If road is outside of 40 acres, we should not plan for the road. 
 Phil:  The cost estimate identifies a relatively small amount for road improvements; $200K for 
mostly grading, plus a project identification sign is needed. 
 Tom: Keep this in the design phase, but possibly bid as a separate project; maybe add-on.  
Funding is for the 40 acres.  We can show the big picture in the master plan.  When we get the 
money later, the road improvements are needed and there is a sign package.  But for the $9.5M, 
we need to look solely within the 40 acres. For the design fees, we can include this to look at the 
complete project. 
 Cathleen:  Questioned about spending from two different funds. 
 Tom: The funds will be comingled; we have asked for the construction cost estimates (see BLM 
scope of work) so the funds can be analyzed against the construction costs. 
 Cathleen: Can we do two sets of documents that can be priced separately?  Looking at ways to 
organize this for budgeting purposes. 
 Phil:  We haven’t done this analysis yet. 
 Tom: We may not want to back-check now, but may need to break out now (see AECOM’s scope 
of work, pg. 10, for how to do this).  Break out to this level of detail (though it doesn’t track with 
the two pots of money).  OK, do this because utilities and shared infrastructure are needed for 
anything to happen. 
 Estimating for buildings needs to separate building costs, museum vs. research funds. No need 
to break down the costs between funding sources. Follow the BLM task order breakdown of the 
estimate. 
 Cathleen will use REVIT software for developing the drawings, which is flexible, tells about 
potential problems, and can show what it will look like.  REVIT is a modeling program (not drafting 
program) that lends itself well to energy programming. 
 Phil: How do we handle UNLV guidelines and system changes since this is a BLM program?  
Jennifer Johnston (JJ), UNLV Planning and Facilities, indicated there are now new guidelines on 
the website.  Go to UNLV.edu, planning and construction tab, “guidelines and standards” (top left 
corner).(http://facilities.unlv.edu/plancon/sustainability_standards.html).   Some will not apply to 
this project. 
 Will use BLM drawing standards and UNLV building standards; BLM standards for the end 
product. Full-size sets are 11x17 size per BLM standards. 
 (JJ): What are BLM standards?  Which are more restrictive? 
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 Tom:  Will look at the UNLV planning and construction standards. 
 Cathleen:  Issues with bidding process – all needs to be made in America?  Yes per the BLM. 
 (JJ):  There is the major issue of proprietary maintenance.  Elevators, for example, run into 
problems with sustainable issues. 
 Nancy:  Most PVs are made in China. 
 UNLV provided review comments from the design concept plan (DCP).  ARG will review these 
and resend comments to the team. 
 Chad Vellinga (CV) wanted to verify that all permits will be in place and the buildings are easily 
maintained. 
 Tom:  Building permits come from the BLM and follow the international building code (IBC). 
Typically do not pay for a building permit. BLM has full-time inspector on site. 
 Phil presents PowerPoint presentation. 
 NEPA is almost complete.  Still with BLM biologists, and then will go to USFWS. 
 Environmental Assessment (EA) does not include borings and impact, so it was suggested by 
Robbie that the current EA be modified to account for this. 
 Are there any items that will cause a revision to the EA prior to groundbreaking? AECOM to 
research. No ground-disturbing activities are allowed prior to acceptance of EA. 
 Robbie:  Another important issue is the bore holes; do we prepare another EA?  She 
recommended adding to the current EA, making a few edits, and then include in the document to 
the USFWS. 
 Greg:  Bob Morton is currently on site and setting out locations for bore holes, and will then 
perform percolation tests. 
 Tom:  Is there additional ground-disturbing activity that needs to be done?  Phil and Greg need to 
ID and include changes between draft and final. 
 Chad: BLM needs to learn how to create desert pavement – potential research application for 
corrals. 
 Phil:  New utility lines should go on disturbed areas on site, areas for future research. 
 Chad:  Emergency vehicles require some sort of “constructed” road.  Not sure exactly what this 
means, but it needs to be addressed.  
 (CV): Paving roads is preferred. Doesn’t like transition between paved/non-paved surfaces. 
Relates to project boundary. (NC): SAR request for funding since site boundaries prohibit road 
development for access to the site? (RM):The EA does not account for paving the road. 
 Phil:  Current plan is to pave the main roads for the 40 acres, plus “trail” for wheelchair access. 
 Chad:  Will the paved road get dirty and run down?  The parks north of town use crushed granite 
and the pavement is problematic. 
 (CV): Can we minimize access to parking areas and the site from the entry road? There are 4 
entrances. 
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 Tom:  That’s a good point from appearance standpoint; but from a functional standpoint, we need 
to keep pavement to maintain turnaround – in the bus areas, for example.  Could leave the main 
road unpaved and would reduce cost, but probably need to pave the parking lot. 
 Tom:  Doesn’t see building a paved road to the facility that doesn’t meet needs because funds 
cannot be spent on road. 
 Nancy:  Is there money available in SARS to fix the road?   
 Chad:  Who is saying no to paving the road? 
 (CV): Fire trucks will not drive off paved surfaces? Need to confirm. 
 Tom:  Let’s see what emergency vehicles do now. 
 Phil:  From our DCP estimate, it will cost about $250K to pave the entry road. 
 Tom:  Keep in estimate, but paving the road is not part of mandate, whereas interpretation, etc., 
is. 
 Phil:  The entrance gate is about 200’ back of the ROW from the road, but BLM sign is on main 
road.  Will need to look at drainage across the entry road; culverts don’t work well.  At some point, 
the berm is knocked down so the road is not a wash. 
 Entry to property.  There are two different paving types for ADA accessible – concrete pavement 
or mimic the native floor. 
 Chad:  Have seen native surfaces that are reinforced; requires occasional sweeping. 
 Phil:  Hard to tie down and hard to maintain.  Visited the Preserve and saw hardened DG and a 
wheelchair get stuck on it. 
 Tom: Revisit the circulation in parking lot. There will be gates and locks for various parking areas 
that will be open or locked, depending on management. 
 Chad: Suggests combining the two parking areas/circle. 
 Phil explained intent of having these 2 areas separate for management flexibility. 
 Chad:  Question regarding the fire pit. Don’t typically allow outdoor fires until after October (until 
sometime in spring). 
 Phil:  Can put a lot of people in the gathering spaces behind the bunkhouse and in the northern 
part of the corrals. 
 Cathleen:  Some ideas for the pool:  cover and put water on top for some event (still exploring 
what to do with this); possibly use for rainwater storage. 
 Chad:  Install some sort of nice lighting at pool for night use. 
 Phil:  The proposed restored areas could be used as research plots or utility corridors.  Irrigate 
until plants mature, then shut down.  Arroyos: need to divert water, small ponds to slow flow, raise 
building a few inches above floodplain.  Will develop new utilities. 
 Chad: Old tank cannot be salvaged because it is rusted through.  Will need to replace this tank 
for 40K gallons for fire suppression.  Will need to figure out pressure needs. 
 Cathleen:  Will send BLM information so they can download pdf of Preservation and Master Plan. 
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 Phil: There will be fire hydrants around the entire area and two new septic tanks – one east of the 
research center and one near the current tennis court. 
 Chad:  Coordinate with the BLM engineer on septic system. 
 Chad:  Questions about solar power.  Tom:  depends on funding. 
 Cathleen:  Regarding architecture, Ranch House is in good shape.  Describes the future use of 
space.  Robbie:  Keep upstairs bedroom as bedroom for interpretation. 
 Jean:  Secure all retail space and interpretive items so visitors cannot walk away with anything. 
 Bunkhouse:  Need a more prominent way to pay amenity fee.  Change “exhibit” to 
snackshop/retail.  May take up part of change room. 
 (CV): Doesn’t like using solar panels on roof. Due to TNC, might not be able to use solar panels 
on the ground based on impact. 
 Cathleen:  Might be able to put on roofs in parking areas on research center. 
  (CV): Questioned why the new bunkhouse is two stories. Explained that TNC restoration area 
requirements set the amount of coverage allowed for the new development as it was restoration 
area = new area. 
 (CV): Likes Tom’s idea of using a balloon for documenting the proposed roof ridge heights of the 
research campus. Asked that we do this sooner than later to ensure that yews are being 
maintained. 
 Chad: Questioned about how forms, etc. for building were selected. 
 Cathleen: Described plan for design. Don’t duplicate and try to fool people; this is new and similar 
to what would have been there. The Ranch House is an anomaly. Choice is based on what ranch 
outbuildings would be. 
 Tom: There is kiosk that explains where “museum” ends and research center begins. 
 AECOM plans to put the site plan into a 3-D model for purpose of maintaining these valuable 
view corridors. 
 Manager and caretaker residences.  800 sq ft in preservation and master plan, and 1,200 sq ft in 
DCP and current plan. 
 Phil:  Interpreters will work parallel and want to be here to meet the week of November 15.  Will 
conduct a workshop to research and finalize exhibits.  All need to contribute.  Expand on story 
lines; include Rex Bell and Paula Garrett. 
 (JC):  Inventory has been created of Rex Bell’s home items. List will be provided to him for his 
use in indicating what he is willing to donate to the foundation. 
 Idea to use furniture in Ranch House (non-historic) in new bunkhouse? Could be an option. 
Bob Morton arrives and had the following update: 
 
 Found old well. It is filled with concrete, 7’ from existing concrete pad. 
 There are 2 septic systems for Ranch House now, one to south and one to northeast. Need to 
beware when putting in new lines. Off  the bunkhouse, septic cleanout at NW corner and drain 
field to east; this is ok. Have debated using these. Volume of waste at current bunkhouse 
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probably large, so may be rebuild. Use will be minimal, so existing drain field could work.  It was 
revamped by Viceroy and should be in good shape. Will have to review (in more detail) what they 
will do. 
 Found virtually all power lines except one at barn. 
 Potassium filtering at pumphouse not functional  
 Bob still likes loop water system – keep separate from fire and drinking water. Drinking water 
needs to be very clean and disinfected; fire water clean also. 
 Phil: Need to reanalyze what is needed for new buildings. 
 Do we want to put windmill back in place (this is what was on the 1000’ deep hole next to old 
water pump); possibly add wind power? 
 Chad has submitted a deferred maintenance request for plugging the abandoned well – $350K; 
what about the tank as well 
 Pumphouse building has to be redone; will reuse well. 
 Chad: Concerned about old well; is a hazard. 
 Bob: Case to seal off other layers, abandon properly, use as source of investigations. 
 Jean: FIND OUT IF THERE ARE ANY GEOTHERMAL MAPS/DATA FOR PIUTE VALLEY. 
 Chad: Lessons from wastewater. Low use for a short period of time and then big event, and there 
are problems – plugs up drain field. Ensure that effluent is clean before it goes in drain field; will 
fill in with sludge and organics. 
 Bob: Have been dealing with this. Install level 2 treatment that gets rid of nitrates before going in 
drain field. 
 Chad: Use of gray water has not been a positive experience – problems, expensive. Stay away 
from this. 
 Bob: Part of decision on VA – try to utilize or not. Does cost money to maintain and adds 
complexity. 
 Tom: Reductions in water use at sites – BLM requires a reduction of 20%. Need to discuss how 
to use water more than once before disposing. 
 Bob: Doesn’t cost as much if going after it from the start. 
 Chad: Energy required to treat water is high. 
 Phil: This is topic for infrastructure meeting. 
 Peg makes case for taking through LEED certification.  Even though very costly, it does repay 
itself. 
David Javier (DJ) arrives. 
 
 Chad: Summarizes BLM’s perspective – that UNLV should take the lead as we will be on property 
and BLM will piggyback and support UNLV. 
 DJ: He will coordinate w/ Jeff Green, put ideas together, and run those by everyone; then we’ll 
take to CPTED. 
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 Phil: will be talking w/Clark County regarding fire access & hookups, water requirements, alarm 
connectivity, etc., ASAP. 
 Chad: Fire truck needs to be able to access each building within some distance; lots of details; 
contact fire people early on. 
 Insurance question: Does the fact that the buildings are owned by BLM impact the fact that UNLV 
said we don’t need additional insurance. 
 Nancy: Possibly modify existing agreement; deadline for Nancy is mid-December. 
 DJ: Will need MOU between Elique and Metro in future. 
 Barn: Security gate for retail area; all exhibits fixed in place. 
 Bunkhouse: Built-in safe in manager’s office; window for fee collection. 
 Chad: Why not pole mounted. Collection box?  Phil: other options, like an ATM. 
 Jean: On low-visitation days, the barn and house are locked.  Go to manager’s office, pay fee, 
then manager can unlock barn and go away. Also consider having a deposit box for when the 
manager leaves his office for a short time. On high-visitation days, have a part-time docent in 
barn, who can open; the house could be open too. 
 Retail/snack bar: The business plan looks for more income from food/retail during non-peak. Also, 
the business plan wants more food available for people staying at the ranch – an added amenity. 
 How much storage needed? Refrigeration. 
 Kitchen: Can people cook themselves or does code require a commercial kitchen? Need to look 
at code.  
 Jean: Leave spigot at barn so there is water for mopping floor. 
 Cathleen: They can check into this. Put in French drain where spigot is; need to have some 
storage area for cleaning supplies. 
 David Peers (DP): IT – Have been working on this for some time and have considered many 
options. Most promising is working w/ Clark County. They have applied for money to have 
microwave station on mountain in Searchlight (working to improve this). Have asked to be part of 
this grant, which has made it through the first review. Will know more the end December 2010. 
This is our best hope that they provide shared service, LV to SL. Then need connectivity from 
ranch to SL mountain, which will take a while. Other options: there needs to be wireless from 
mountain to ranch; it can work for 7 miles. Will need to be on some sort of pole, about 2-3’ in 
diameter. Will look at Google map, but should have good line of sight. Doesn’t know what to do if 
proposal is not approved. 
 Tom: If things don’t work, we will do wiring at ranch, put in conduit. Hardware is on UNLV to sort 
out? On campus, there is a room in each building; won’t work here. 
 Peg: Can we go wireless across campus? 
 Tom: Makes sense to run conduit to all buildings. 
 (DP): Wireless is not as reliable and changes quickly. 
 Tom: Makes sense to run wire. 
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 (DP): We can do wireless phones, but they’re not as good. Interpretation will have computers but 
not as high end. It’s best to run wires. 
 Can’t speak about supporting the system. We need to talk about this. Different levels of sales so 
different levels about restrictions. 
 Marlok electronic card access; want data room with nothing but infrastructure. 
 Cathleen: Need to know real square footage for this, entire room or cage? 
 (DP): Green – need to run ac for equipment in winter; this needs to be addressed. 
 Tom: Heat pump/ water heater in same space with server, heating water with heat put out by 
servers; don’t want it to rupture. 
 (DP): Phone security issues, can’t move. 
 (JJ): Double this and have hard keys in case electricity goes down. 
 Tom: BLM uses smart card system, may want to investigate this; there are new industry 
standards. 
 (DP): System on campus is pretty old and sometimes doesn’t operate well. 
 Peg: But system may or may not feed to UNLV or BLM, maybe stand-alone. The manager on 
ranch manages this. 
 Tom: Will check what their system now has/recommends. 
  Phil: Can infrastructure for IT and security be shared? 
 (DP): Here is parallel, but can work differently. 
 Surveillance cameras migrating to network. 
 (JJ): Probably network cameras to UNLV police. 
 (DP): Can network altogether; local systems can be parallel, cell phone or satellite. 
 Cathleen: Think about options. 
 (JJ): Typically don’t have internal people do design. 
 (DP): Computers for interpretation – layout proposed by interpreters, they say how big, etc. 
 Peg: You have design standards, so you can recommend what to use. 
 (DP): Best if you propose and he reacts; basic infrastructure is certain size, but adding servers 
adds space and heat. 
 Peg: If using this as a test facility for renewable – may be going in this direction – so need to 
consider if we need for more space. Jean – TALK TO (SS) ABOUT FUTURE NEEDS. 
 Phil: How do we tie in to BLM? 
 Tom: As far as energy, hook into microwave and energy stuff web-based. Not a lot of need for 
BLM to tie into network; we probably want to avoid. Have guest workstation so they can get to 
email. 
 Chad: Operating agreement – where does UNLV’s responsibility start and BLM’s begin? May 
need parallel UNLV and BLM systems. 
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 Tom: No dedicated BLM workstation for project. Government computers will not work wireless, so 
need hardwire. 
 Chad: Creating a space for law enforcement. 
 Robbie: Don’t want to lose BLM aspect of this; need to keep presence. 
 Jean – CHECK TIMEFRAME FOR S.A.T. SIGN 
 Peg: If we run UNLV and BLM conduit, does this work? 
 Chad: Yes, this works for BLM and Friends of Red Rocks at Red Rocks; run two conduits when 
building. 
 Robbie: They will need to meet with their managers so they know what the issues are for the 
November meeting; they need to identify their needs. 
 Phil: If there are two systems, there needs to be two rooms. 
 Robbie: Will law enforcement need space? 
 Chad: Microwave from LV to SL mountain and then to ranch – this is an option. Infrastructure is 
cheap; has done this. Remote boxes in mountain as relay point. UNLV would have to pay for this 
beyond 40 acres. 
 Peg: If UNLV doesn’t do this and BLM wants to connect, would BLM pay? 
 Tom: Believes BLM would be ok without that, maybe with requirement for metering. This may be 
avenue BLM will cover. 
 (DP): They can do this with cell phone technology. 
 (JJ): Not doing this affects security, locks, etc. 
 Nancy: What does Robbie mean by law enforcement space? 
 Robbie: This has come up before at Red Rock Canyon and Sloan, they wanted some kind of 
office space. 
 Tom: Maybe BLM space/workstation. 
 Robbie: Needs copy of most current plans. 
 Cathleen: Most appropriate BLM space may be in bunkhouse where manager space is. The 
architects will address. Does space need to be separate? 
 Tom: Need keyed office space; the debate ensues. 
 Chad: Laundry space? 
 Cathleen: In new bunkhouse. May have to improve amenities in bunkhouse or increase fees. 
 Include cart charging station during design development. 
 Robbie:  Will defer to UNLV as far as networks (wireless) and security.  This needs to be put into 
an operating agreement.  We can’t have UNLV operating a BLM system. 
 Phil:  Need to get the base down to $9M so we have a $0.5M buffer.  What can be cut if cuts 
need to be made?  Tom suggested cottages; Cathleen suggested interpretation.  Need to be 
prepared to argue to keep cottages. 
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 (CV):  Is there a go/no-go scenario worked out for this project? (Tom): good idea to discuss. 
(JC): first draft of business plan will be available Thursday 10/14, but still need to work out 
operating agreement. UNLV will not move forward until …..need to have information available by 
the end of January to take to the UNLV Board of Regents showing that this is feasible to present. 
Will not have an operating agreement with the BLM at that time – will that be an issue? 
 Tom:  Possibly bid residences as manufactured units, which may lead to significant cost savings. 
 Use of prefabricated units for manager’s and caretaker’s residences? What would the budget be? 
 Look into local manufacturers that would be able to work with our current plans. 
 Need to identify rocks that will be used: quantities, sizes, colors? Who will gather and bring to the 
site? Where will this be stored on site? ARG to provide location to store rocks on site. 
 Chad:  There are areas within BLM land where we may be able to salvage plants, weathered 
materials, rocks etc. to help offset project costs.  
 Peg:  UNLV president has said to keep it moving forward.  It doesn’t need to go to BOR unless 
there is some change in how it will operate that crosses the line and needs BOR review. 
 
These notes were prepared by AECOM  as a record of the substance of this meeting.  They are a 
culmination of notes from the design team.  Please forward all comments and/or changes to AECOM. 
 
Interpretation Meeting 11/9/10 
 
Kari Grestini, Rich Smith, Keita Usuda, Phil, Tom Busch, Allison Brody, Chad 
 
Kari:  timeline will be a bit different; problem to complete by 3/22 as shown on current 
schedule; will extend the interpretation schedule probably to about June 
Phil:  how to do review;  will have about 3 weeks to complete 
Chad: send out to everyone,  
Tom:  Jean to coordinate all UNLV comments, send to Tom; BLM stuff come to Tom, 
see if there are conflicts, reconcile and send on to AECOM; make clear if suggestion, 
direction, etc; pick up phone to discuss issues; 
Phil: needs distribution list;   
Rich:  do some review 
Tom: go over broadly, major themes 
Rich: major theme and four topics;  
Jean: explain process to id imp, mod imp, and low imp topics 
Rich: first topic, expand ranching to other subthemes about what went on in the desert 
through time,  
Tom: agree to define more broadly 
Allison:  people interested in WBR itself, but then we can teach them about other things; 
so should WBR be topic 1?  This is semantic 
Tom: WBR can become the hook and then we take other themes;  
Robbie: everyone we take to the ranch wants to hear about the Clara Bow story… 
Rich: don’t need to focus on the order; shouldn’t have numbered, there will be flow 
through exhibit 
Rich: trails and kiosks, wayside signs, they will be site specific 
Chad: sun on wayside signs in 5 years destroys them, how do we address? 
Rich:  standard material is high P laminate, guaranteed for 10 years but fades sooner; try 
to avoid direct sun; can build sunshades but have to maintain;  
Chad: possibly use plants? 
Rich: need to revisit wayside signs 
Jean: DISTRIBUTE NOWICKI PROPOSAL 
Rich:  looking at barn; ….Mohave ranching over the years, expand this portion to more 
than ranching here;  
Chad: AC in barn? 
Tom: quasi conditioned space, swamp cooler and some heating, esp where office/retail 
are; what is dwell time? Prob not more than 15 minutes; based on bang for buck; SW 
corner of building, poss storage, equipment could be put here; probably do stylized 
concrete that is stable and can be maintained; retail has shutters on cabinets or space itself 
is contained; need to give management flexibility 
Rich:  recreate tack room to look in but not go in; blacksmith shop, now stand alone 
building; need to be self sufficient; in barn BS exhibit will be replaced; saddle inside to 
climb on; outside roping area 
Tom:  Tandy leather kits, ~$5, kids stitch something and sell this there; 
Rich: postcard station, originally in NE corner, now space is ranching timeline; pc station 
may not work; moved to where interior BS shop was; stand in front of photo; not sure if 
technology will work; email to friends and relatives;  
Allison could this be moved to RH garage? 
Tom: cost versus advertising investment;  cheap laptop 
Keito: need touchscreen monitor, camera, CPU; concerned about conditioning of barn 
Rich:  BH – will have to wait on reconfiguration; displays about water here is focus; 
space dedicated 
Tom: if a bit of concessions, nice area to sit, make nice and contain food and drink use 
here; back area is nice place to eat 
Rich:  BS shop – idea of what was in barn, don’t know exactly what will look like;  
Tom: living history demo and also can look in; go in? yet to be determined 
Phil: outdoor classroom space 
Chad:  typical classroom about 40 kids, maybe school of 120 kids 
Rich: take smaller groups to different places 
Allison:  buses only available from 9-1 so difficult to do; will not be primary audience 
Rich:  RH:  how much interp and not interfer with house; not a lot, what is there is 
wallmounted; wallmounted will have frame and fit in with décor; one bedroom 
(Grampa’s room) is dedicated interp space; upstairs space? 
Phil:  run people upstairs now is plan 
Rich: in bottom bedroom can show upstairs w/ touchscreen; will need interp upstairs 
Allison: how do you get at the richness of this space?  Parties, etc; how do you get this to 
visitor?  If not so lowtech, could do audio; but low budget and tech will rely on docents 
Robbie: aren’t there low cost audio opportunities?  Need to provide for experience; audio 
seems good option;  
Phil:  connection back to Hollywood; connect to studios; do stdios have some of this? 
Jean: can this be part of interpreters research?   
Rich:   
Allison:  if draw if Clara Bow, can include clever items and docent can incorporate; 
create audio pieces and bring in on computer 
Jean: Paula showed movies and ihtorian group loved it 
Rich: need to make tough decisions 
Phil: make decision to do more research 
Allison: home for family, party place, ranch house; record audio to capture these 
perspectives walkikng through house 
Robbie:  
Jean: audio to go with still pictures; Clara in kitchen, domestic scene; party in bar room;  
Tom: concern that RH not open all the time;  
Rich:  garage is set up as av space; maybe not set up house 
Chad:  how to see house when closed? 
Tom: maybe way to have some doors open, stantion, screen; hard to control;  
Tom: maybe management solution; manager opens up barn on E side and opens French 
doors on RH so people can look in from X to X times/day; forcus on themes and let 
manager feel their way through 
Rich: degree of openness is up to us 
Tom:  need to protect resource, probably don’t want people to walk through wo 
supervision 
Rich:  kiosks: trail junction at RCenter; infor about RC;  
Chad: outdoor seating for seniors/visitors 
Phil: we have this along walks 
Tom: no reason not to put video on Rex, others, etc; but probably don’t want Rex telling 
rambling story 
Allison: type of visitors are going to be dedicated; people are interested; give opprtunities 
to engage in different ways;  
Chad: can they put together scripts 
Rich: they can and can listen to oral hstories 
Phil:  end product what is it? 
Allison: another audience is the docents; they can learn the stories and pass them on 
Phil: thinks the visitor who comes will be willing to investigate some time; if story is 
compelling enough, will stay for a while; one of challenges is what is available during 
slow times;  
WED AFTERNOON BEFORE NEXT MEETING GO TO SPRINGS PRESERVE FOR 
TOUR OF SUSTAINABILITY THNGS; MAYBE ABOUT 3-5 
 
AFTERNOON 
Kari: expand on schematic design; work w/ AECOM, delve into content; 65% is good 
working doc, consolidate comments and move to ~95%; content, technology, colors, 
script, images 
Tom: the sooner we can see the better 
Keito: a lot of this will happen in the 65%; text for each zone, begins w/ achronym and 
then no.;  
Kari:  describes what we will get, text labeled for different areas, rough images of pieces; 
3 examples w/ graphic design; colors/styles/fonts; so panels have the same look 
Tom: will you recommend different materials and times that they can be expected to last 
Chad: at end of 100% DD will we have graphic file so we can reproduce? 
Keito:  yes will have digitally? 
Kari: will provide updated schedule next week 
Tom: they need to make recommendations on what to include in $600K that is available 
in budget;  
Kari: they can do audio with this; now is graphically heavy; big fabrication piece is in 
barn; hi P laminate versus inkjet fabric is very different in cost;  
Phil:  budget, $518K for interior, $31K exterior (wayside signage) and contingencies; 
doesn’t include any acquisition cost; total $741K with contingencies;  
Phil:  general contractor, go to bid; hire general contractor; build; interpretation goes to 
bid and is installed;  
Chad: started exhibits before building finished; some can be done offsite 
Phil:  BLM needs 45 days to complete bidding; contractors start in 2012; 14 mos for 
construction to April 2013; exhibit install about 2-3 mos 
Chad: leave 1.5 yrs for construction;  
Tom: typ 90 days to advertise, bid and award (30 days each); clock resets if something 
missing; should be 90 days from final construction docs to award;  
Kara: they will provide all files so others can do fabrication 
Donations from Rex: we may have to store somewhere for several years; chin of custody 
EMAIL REX BELL DONATION DOC TO KARA 
DISCUSS WITH FOUNDATION IF UNLV ACCEPTS DONATION IN PERPETUITY 
Phil: do we need permanent storage at ranch? 
Rich: artifacts, concerned there is not enough equipment available from Rex 
Tom: helpful to think about how to make most accessible when only manager on site, and 
keep secure; open barn on east side only; can help with building design 
Infrastructure meeting, 12/2/10 
 
KEY ITEMS TO KEEP TRACK OF 
 
Move-in target sept 2013, 
PEG: USE THIS (PUMP HOUSE IN MAINTENANCE BUILDING) AS 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY TO SEE HOW WATER TREATMENT IS DONE 
 
NANCY:  GRANT PROGRAM TO GET FREE CHARGING STATION FOR 
ELECTRIC CARS 
 
Mike Abano:  can put cable in ground in trenches that will carry other wires/cables;  can 
we put in 4” conduit? One 4” conduit around campus to each building would work for 
them; either fiber or fiber w? ?? 
 
Phil:  where does funding come for cabling, etc;  where do funds come from? 
Tom:  maybe have to share BLM and UNLV 
Jean: can Mike and David put rough numbers together on this cost? – MIKE - yes 
Phil:  need costs on security 
Tom: BLM covers costs on security; that falls on them to protect resource 
MIKE:  security runs on network so BLM pays for network 
Jean:  do need wireless around campus for smartphone interpretation 
 
Meeting notes: 
Phil, Cathleen, Nancy, Fred Denton FH, Andy Roberts mechanical eng, Chuck Swoboda 
electrical eng, Mike Bendewald, Ben Park, Tom Busch, Greg Hurst, Elaine Gallager, 
architect; Jean Cline, Peg Rees, Adria Oswald, Bob Morton arriving shortly; Chad here at 
9:40; Jennifer Johnson for much of meeting; various facilities people came and went 
including Don Land, someone from plumbing, someone from risk management, David 
Peers, Mike Abano, Suresh and PHD student, and others 
 
Phil:  schedule - Move-in target sept 2013, Construction services finished Aug 2013 
Introduces and review project 
 
Greg: Energy Policy Act of 2005, controls energy and water use, basic guidelines; 
sustainability requirements, “reduce water use and energy use….; based on baseline that 
is set somehow 
 
Tom Busch:  heard on tour yesterday, NV is not big on using gray water;  especially 
don’t do this w/in LV watershed 
 
Peg: understood that Clark Co approves 
 
Phil:  they will have renewed discussions with officials in NV, Clark Co to learn 
requirements; What are our goals and objectives for infrastructure 
 
GOALS FOR THIS MEETING 
Cathleen: finalize building systems we will use (construction systems); zero in on 
requirements w/in buildings so they can plan for all pieces/space so they can go ahead w/ 
arch 
 
Tom Busch:  use very solid technology, can be demonstrated and interpretive, but don’t 
want to experiment w/ technology; high efficiency and sustainable, not a menagerie 
(don’t recreate what Spgs Preserve did); 
 
Elaine: come up with v specific goals, thinks we can get to net zero, use non potable 
water 
 
Mike:  open up to alternative possibilities, consider many and converge by end of day; 
  
Andy:  come up with target numbers for energy consumption; how do we get to net zero; 
simple systems to reduce maintenance costs 
 
Peg:  remember that we have to send people from here with different skills/equip etc, so 
keep coherent/simple 
 
Fred:  like this to be showcase for building conditioning; make sure systems can be 
worked on and people have expertise; wants direction to go so Cathleen knows what 
building will be made of so they can narrow down system to work for building; ned to 
know what ground conductivity is; wants to know where we are headed; haven’t picked it 
all but know direction to go; have 12 bldgs w/ different functions so difficult to keep is 
simple 
 
Tom B:  what is our energy source – ground, propane, other?  If showers used daily, solar 
is great; in research bldg, if only use occasionally, solar is very expensive; 
 
Phil:  building 3D simulation of site so can see what site will look like; will show 
building elevations;  shouldn’t be any problem seeing new buildings from historic site 
EA process:  disturbed areas will be used for utility corridor, light lines on plan views 
 
TB: aerial photo w/ overlay showing bldgs 
 
Phil: bldg orientations working w/ Master plan locations, fit w/ Joshua trees, etc 
 
Mike Bendewald, RMI presentation, energy analysis progress rept:  over day look at 
goals and strategies to arrive at what is best to do 
 
JEAN:  GET UPDATED NUMBERS OF OCCUPANCY TO TEAM TO FINE-TUNE 
USE  Done 12/9/10 
 
Peg: we have to consider this for year round use, both summer and winter 
 
Andy: if facilities not used, design so bldg can be shut down and then brought back on-
line 
 
Peg:  good for BH, used on weekend but maybe not during week, for example;  
 
Andy: take hour to mothball, not half day; program for dormant state; make simple to 
turn on and off 
 
Looking at Cathleen and Mike’s matrix: 
ASHRAE numbers meet code 
Go through bldg by bldg 
Cathleen:  barn; comfort level medium, natural ventilation, will not be conditioned; at 
info desk need for higher comfort level 
 
Andy:  if poor water with minerals have to eliminate evaporative cooling; 
 
Jean:  temperatures will reach and exceed 100°C in summer so we need some amount of 
cooling to go along w/ fan; 
 
Peg: so everyone agrees that there is one area that needs to be cooled to some comfort 
level;   
 
Jean: interpretive people need to figure out what computers are needed for displays; we 
do need computers for sales; will have security cameras 
 
Cathleen:  Ice house;  
 
Fred:  fake ice and fake beef 
 
Cathleen: need lights but not conditioning 
 
Cathleen:  old BH:  restrooms medium level; whole bldg conditioned 
 
Tom Busch; draw from conditioned space in office and draw through bathrooms before 
exiting 
 
Fred: heat pump would work well b/c can turn off rooms; v flexible 
 
Cathleen:  RH:  heat and AC throughout 
 
Cathleen:  new BH:  commons bldg and rooms:  whole bldg needs conditioning; needs 
individual controls for rooms; covered porches need fans 
 
Guest cottages: need heat and AC, fans on porch 
 
Campground bldg:  does not need conditioning; fridgerator for food; needs vent to get rid 
of fridg heat;  heat showers;   
 
Blacksmith space; no heat or ac, but there may be electronic equipment here 
 
Research bldg:  needs heat and cooling 
 
Residences:  need heat/cooling 
 
Maintenance:  storage needs ventilation, not plumbed, stand alone eyewash station 
Shop:  will need some heat; do they need cooling?  Probably will be computer there; 
(later on discussion determined that there needs to be at least a floor sink in building) 
 
Jennifer: ask facilities people 
 
Pumphouse:  need cooling and heating so pipes don’t freeze (Bob) 
May be ok with good insulation and ventilation 
 
Bob:  possibly combine maintenance w/ water treatment; can be on same garage 
complex; could put maintenance aspect on water treatment; could move pumphouse bldg 
to near maintenance area 
 
Space needed?  Depnds on water quality results, may be in range of 300 sq ft if need to 
treat for As 
 
PEG: USE THIS AS EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY TO SEE HOW WATER 
TREATMENT IS DONE 
 
NANCY:  GRANT PROGRAM TO GET FREE CHARGING STATION FOR 
ELECTRIC CARS 
 
Chad can show Cathleen stockpiled wood and railroad ties.  Is at Oliver Ranch. 
 
 
AFTERNOON 
Mike presentation on energy ideas 
 
Roof ponds (water on roof in winter heat up in day and heats space at  night, in summer 
reflects light during day and evp cools at night(?)), attached greenhouse, thermal mass 
(wall radiates heat into space during cold winter nights, roof gables (low sun angle into 
room in winter, high sun angle on roof in summer), have thermal mass on inside of wall 
and insulation on exterior wall can save 50% of htg/clg energy.  Adding rock to exterior 
wall, 3-6 inches absorbs solar gain so saves energy 
 
Through passive design (first pass calculations) 22-27% energy savings; orientation, 
window glazing, thermal mass, insulation,etc 
 
UNLV plumbing:  gray water doesn’t work in SEB; dirty, systems keep running; 
 
Chad:  BLM has gotten funding to replace 10,000 gal water tank and also funds to fill 
1000’ drill hole 
 
Chad:  BLM experience on facilities with long line to them – 2-5 lightening outages/yr 
 
Fred:  the greater the insulation, the reduced load means need reduced infrastructure, 
reduced number of boreholes, reduced costs here pay for greater insulation.  Could get to 
point where we don’t need ground source.   
 
Need to do dollar analysis and energy efficiency analysis; MUST keep in mind how 
much noise systems make 
 
 
12/3/10  Morning 
 
Gray water/septic discussion; currently excess capacity for ranch house, not enough in 
other areas; Bob proposes changes/plans 
 
Fire safety discussion; Larry from UNLV risk management here 
 
Trash collection, Chad – will vary in timing depending on amount 
Recycling – decided by local offices; not sure what is done in Searchlight;  
Greg:  will look into solar compactors; can just do trash or can do recycling also 
 
Data and IT:  Greg:  centralized locations for sewage treatment, retail sales, multiple 
small facilities;   
 
David Peers:  knows these buildings are smaller than typical campus houses so there is 
some flexibility on where IT goes 
 
Cathleen describes barn use and bunkhouse offices and needs for computers there 
 
Mike Abano:  can put cable in ground in trenches that will carry other wires/cables;  can 
we put in 4” conduit? One 4” conduit around campus to each building would work for 
them; either fiber or fiber w? ?? 
 
David Peers:  working on how to connect WBR w/ world; Didn’t get grant funding; does 
BLM have land that we can put repeaters on; Chad says they do;  David – needs to be 
land w/ electrical on it: Chad – Black Mountain; David thinks we are hitting Black 
Mountain from campus 
 
Tom Busch:  maybe we can do something for Searchlight to improve their connectivity 
 
Mike lets Fred know details about conduit/boxes 
 
Cathleen; have proposed central It room for site in classroom building; does this work?  
Might also be maintenance building;  Hope they don’t have to put in all buildings; in barn 
will have conditioned space for mechanical;  can they provide amount of space needed 
for each building? 
 
David Peers, can reach 300’; each building needs some closet for some equipment 
 
Jean:  Communications:  I am happy to have Dave and Fred and Mike communicate and 
copy me; I don’t want to be in middle passing on messages.   
 
Cathleen will email Jennifer with what is needed for buildings and she will communicate 
here and get back to her 
 
David:  on UNLV campus have secure wireless for students; guest priviledge that is 
slower and from 7-midnight; can’t legally allow this longer w/o wiretaps 
 
Mike Albano:  wireless outside also 
 
Tom Busch:  probably BLM will use UNLV’s system; their presence on site will be 
fraction of UNLV’s.  Don’t want their own servers down there. 
 
NOTE TO ME:  I STILL NEED TO TALK TO DAVID ABOUT UNLV-SPECIFIC 
NEEDS 
 
Andy:  what about fire alarms and these sorts of things 
 
Fred:  water tank could have something on top of it for wireless 
 
David:  Honeywell system that is in UNLV standards 
Are we going to back up all video 
 
JEAN – LET DAVID AND MIKE KNOW ABOUT MEETING W/ SECURITY; TIME 
AND DATES  Done 12/10; Jennifer, Mike and David Peers will attend security 
meeting 12/16/10 
 
Phil:  where does funding come for cabling, etc;  where do funds come from? 
 
Tom:  maybe have to share BLM and UNLV 
 
Jean: can Mike and David put rough numbers together on this cost? – MIKE - yes 
 
Phil:  need costs on security 
 
Tom: BLM covers costs on security; that falls on them to protect resource 
 
MIKE:  security runs on network so BLM pays for network 
 
Jean:  do need wireless around campus for smartphone interpretation 
 
Mike and David will do wireless planning and this will take some time 
Mike: on campus they contract out people will put in wires 
Mike will provide info on where IT equipment goes and where data drops are. But we 
don’t figure out wiring 
 
Jean: we do want keycards 
David: this needs to be on system; we have Marlok system 
Tom:  BLM can do this 
 
Phil: does security go to same central room? 
Mike: guess this can be shared space 
Jennifer: if in same room can be caged so different groups access different parts; physical 
separation b/c credit card use, for example 
 
Cathleen needs to know total area 
 
Mike:  depends on needs of security also so they will be at that meeting to figure that out 
 
Phil:  connectivity to caretaker for monitoring; 
 
Tom:  good for caretaker to see security on his computer systems 
 
Fred will give Mike and Dave’s cards to Ron Graves with RMI – he is IT person 
 
Larry: P&S handles fire…..; risk management is more code compliance; 
 
Jennifer: but we work together to review drawings; fire extinguishers is a a big item 
BLM and federal not state building, so some different rules;   
 
Tom B:  shat do we need for night lighting 
 
Larry: do lighting with police, they have walkthrough yearly; look for areas where 
someone could be jumped or could hide 
Lighting is through police 
 
Energy and Materials Dashboard:  discussion – to keep simple, go away from radiant 
heating; Fred and Andy explain how to do easily and simpler w/o radiant heating;  
everything is concealed, no/minimum noise; if turned down and then turned on would 
take about 20 minutes to heat up;  air to air system 
 
GET SURESH TO PROVIDE SUMMER TEMPERTURES TO FRED AND TEAM  
Have asked for this 12/7/10; Suresh has asked PHD student to provide this, will 
provide daily highs and lows 
 
FRED:  will seal barn but not insulate; evap cooling would work well, don’t recirculate 
air 
For each home needs attic space or 3x5 closet; 
 
Elaine: can we eliminate propane/fossil fuel? 
 
Fred: ok w/ no propane; need tanks for showers then; 
 
Elaine: limit shower time in desert; showers go on and off to keep short 
 
Research building:   
 
Tom: 6” exterior insulation w/ mass on inside from Mike’s modeling 
Cathleen: probably use SIPs, pay attention to systems wrt contractors who don’t hire the 
right people; stick built is one issue 
 
WHAT IS DIFFERENCE STICK BUILT AND SIPS? 
 
Chad:  shipping out SIPS and assembled parts versus shipping out parts and assembling 
onsite;  
 
Mike:  purchase product may be easier/fewer complications 
Hard to find local companies 
 
Cathleen: still looking at modular for houses and possibly for residential side of bunk 
house 
 
Chad:  minimize site disturbance as much as possible 
 
Discussion about using/not using rammed earth/straw bale; argument going in direction 
of keeping it simple, keep maintenance simple, keep construction simple; called Peg, she 
supports this 
 
Cathleen, for houses and guest room parts of bunk house, do with standard construction, 
also rebuild old bh; w/ larger buildings do another system, stucco outside, could be straw 
bale, rastra block – needs some modeling; SIPs on other buildings and different system 
on the larger more public structures.  
 
Tom: now is the time to look at whether we should rotate buildings 
 
Chad: wants to rotate new buildings for energy purposes; this has many implications for 
other aspects of design 
 
Mike:  LEED goals; for which building? 
 
Greg: understands it’s for new construction 
 
Elaine: thinks not needed for home; requires a lot of effort, have to hire special people 
“Leed for homes” to do testing; suggests go with Energy Star 
 
Leed doesn’t have categories for campus or campground bldg; how should we approach 
this/which buildings? 
 
Tom: thinks we should go with research building and new bunk house (and ranch house), 
can be grouped, minimizes documentation/cost; we’ll still do sustainability for other 
buildings; don’t spend tax payers money to do all buildings, some are not major buildings 
– cost of leed not worth it; focus on major buildings 
 
Need to run through check list to see if we can do leed for ranch house 
 
Leed EB for ranch house refers to operations; very important 
 
Cathleen:  RH only thing we will do is improve windows/glazing/sills, will tighten 
windows 
 
Elaine: first guess can reduce energy costs for bldg about 35% 
 
First pass at RH shows we can achieve gold and would have to work for Pt 
 
Have to get third party to do Leed review; BLM does have someone on NV idiq that 
could do this – advanced commissioning 
 
Energy Star is standard for non-custom homes; good way to go; meaningful; cheap to 
commission 
 
Water sampling: not needed now until there are more people there regularly; Chad or Bob 
will let me know what we will need to sample for and when and how frequently 
 
 
Walking Box ranch project- quarterly progress report (October 2010 – December 
2010) 
 
Accomplishments in this Quarter: 
 An abstract on the solar PV studies has been submitted to the ASME Energy 
Sustainability 2011 conference and was accepted. Title: Experimental 
Comparison and Economic Analysis of PV Technologies for Utility Scale 
Installations. 
 An abstract on the solar water heater studies has been submitted to the ASME 
Energy Sustainability 2011 conference and was accepted. Title: Experimental 
Study for Performance Assessment of Evacuated Glass Tube Solar Water Heating 
Systems. 
 A preliminary version of the web interface and data management system has been 
developed to allow the users to access the historic weather data.  
 A review of the energy efficient building envelop components has been 
completed. A preliminary draft has been prepared for a journal publication. Title: 
Passive Building Energy Savings: A Review of Building Envelope components.   
 
Task 1: Renewable Energy Resource Monitoring 
 
The weather station has continued to perform as expected and the meteorological data 
collection continued during this quarter. In addition, the satellite communications and 
online display of the collected live data (hourly updated) has been good. As further 
improvements on the data management, an advanced user interface to provide additional 
options for online users is being developed. This interface can be used to view the past 
and current meteorological information according to user preferences such as daily, 
monthly average etc. In this quarter the development of interface to display the daily 
historic data has been completed. 
 
The weather data collected and received, through already set up wireless 
communications,  from the Walking Box ranch site is in a raw data file (.DAT) format. 
This has been imported to the database using ETL (extract, transform and load) tools of 
Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS). A dataflow package has been created 
in SSIS that transforms the data from a raw file to a database file. A job is assigned to 
SQL Server agent that updates the database file with the newly collected data every day.  
A reporting server has been setup using SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) that 
accepts date and other input variables, and generates a report to display the requested 
information in graphical format. The following are the screen shots of the web pages 
developed to navigate to historic data display. 
 
  
 
Figure 1 Home page of ‘walking box ranch weather station’ that has links to ‘Live data’ page and 
‘Daily plots’ page. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 An interface that generates report based on user selected parameter. 
 
 
Figure 3 The ‘Report viewer’ page that shows performance of a particular sensor for the 
selected day. 
 
          
DNI Sensor Installation: 
There has been some delay in the installation of direct normal incidence (DNI) radiation 
measurement sensor (pyranometer with dual axis tracking) due to the permissions 
required for the installation. During this time alternative methods have been developed to 
install the entire weather station at a location without disturbing the existing buildings.    
 
Progress index: Progress on this task is as expected and level of satisfaction is good. 
 
 
Task 2: Energy Efficiency in Buildings 
 
Building envelope studies, from a passive energy savings have continued during this 
quarter. Several technical publications were reviewed to identify the state-of-the-art 
technologies in building energy efficiency. The findings of the study have been 
summarized into a technical report. A technical review article is prepared for publication 
in a journal. A first draft of the article has been completed during this quarter.  The title 
of the article is “Passive Building Energy Savings: A Review of Building Envelope 
components.” 
 
Progress index: Progress on this task is as expected and level of satisfaction is good. 
 
Task 3: Solar Water Heater Studies 
 
A study to asses the applicability of different types of solar water heating systems at the 
Walking Box ranch has been initiated in the previous quarters. The installation of water 
heaters were completed in the past quarter. All the measurement sensors required for the 
experimental evaluation of the performance were installed during this quarter. The testing 
has started and data is being collected.  An abstract on these studies has been submitted to 
the ASME Energy Sustainability 2011 conference and was accepted. Title of the paper is 
‘Experimental Study for Performance Assessment of Evacuated Glass Tube Solar Water 
Heating Systems.’ 
 
Progress index: This task’s progress is as expected and level of satisfaction is good. 
 
 
Task 4:  Solar PV System Studies 
 
A study to experimentally determine the most appropriate PV panels for use in our 
climatic region has been initiated in the previous quarters. Different types of PV panels 
under constant conditions have been installed.  During this quarter improvements were 
made to the monitoring system that was previously developed. Additionally, temperature 
measurement sensors were installed to find the temperature effects on the performance of 
PV panels. A robust computer code has been developed to collect and store the data. The 
system monitors the voltage and current of each panel and effectively traces an I-V curve.  
An I-V curve (current – voltage curve) is a graphical representation of the PV panels’ 
performance; this data is extremely useful and the standard way of presenting PV cell 
performance.  The data is collected at five minute intervals thought the day and stored for 
analysis.  An abstract of the work, titled: Experimental Comparison and Economic 
Analysis of PV Technologies for Utility Scale Installations, has been accepted for the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 2011 Energy Sustainability Conference.  
Furthermore, we seek to submit our work for publication in different engineering 
journals. 
 
 
Figure 4. Different types of PV systems installed at the same panels 
 
Progress index: This task’s progress is as expected and level of satisfaction is good. 
 
Conclusion:  
The overall progress of the project seems satisfactory and the pace of the project is fairly 
decent. The project is expected to accomplish the forecast goals in time. 
Polycrystalline-Si PV Thin film PV (a-Si) 
Monocrystalline 
Thin film flexible PV (a-Si) 
Proposal for Walking Box Ranch Research and Education Grant 10/7/2010
Title: Multimedia Field Guides for Public Engagement at Walking Box Ranch, Mojave Desert
PI: 
Dr. Scott Nowicki 
Assistant Professor in Residence 
UNLV Department of Geoscience 
702-895-1239
scott.nowicki@unlv.edu
Summary:
The project will develop and disseminate a modern geological and environmental field 
guide designed to engage and educate students and the public at the Walking Box Ranch field 
station in southern NV. A series of geospatially-enhanced pod/vodcast-style field guides will be 
developed in which participants are expected to be in the field, observing the landscape and fea-
tures first-hand, while guided by audio tracks, remote sensing imagery, and digital animations. 
Aimed at the inexperienced user, the employment of hand-held devices will provide users the 
ability to tailor their experience and view information about remote sensing, geology, and geo-
spatial technology. To facilitate the use of these resources, they will be made available for free 
download on the Walking Box Ranch website, and disseminated though UNLV geoscience 
courses. This effort is aimed at increasing the utilization of remote sensing datasets, the visibility 
of current environmental processes, and public appreciation for natural landscapes in the Mojave 
Desert.
Requested Budget:
$14,230
Proposed Dates:
Dec 2010 – Dec 2011
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INTRODUCTION
There is a critical need for new public outreach and informal education efforts in 
geological and environmental science that embraces technology available today and engages 
students and the public at many levels [National Research Council, 2009; NSF GEO VISION 
Report, 2009]. Commonly available geological guides intended for the public are limited and 
often based upon driving down a stretch of highway, monitoring mileage, and reading 
descriptions out of a guidebook. There is often little interaction with the natural landscape, and 
these resources can be challenging for the casual user. There is also growing concern that formal 
education field trips are becoming less common in science curricula [Storksdieck, 2006]. As K-
12 schools become less able to facilitate field trips, as introductory college courses increase in 
size, and as schools increase their reliance upon distance education, the likelihood that a student 
will have the opportunity to take a teacher-guided field trip is decreasing around the country, and 
this is especially true in Nevada. These trends indicate that if students or the public are to 
experience the natural landscape and science in the field, they are less likely to do it in formal 
field trips. 
New geoscience and environmental datasets are readily available to scientists and the 
public around the world, but users require experience in both the background science and 
application of datasets and tools in order to access and use them. The wealth of remote sensing 
and environmental datasets being produced and disseminated by agencies such as NASA, USGS 
and NOAA are nearly unknown to the non-scientific public [Kay, 2005], and are even 
underutilized by professionals and academics. General understanding of the applications of these 
datasets are limited as well, as many people consider remote sensing to be limited to visible 
satellite imagery. Currently, satellite instruments are returning large amounts of data that are 
being used by researchers throughout the world to better understand the dynamics of geologic 
systems, climate change, and land use, but the public gets few chances to see the products of 
these efforts. 
This proposal is a pilot project aimed at producing digital resources designed to 
encourage and assist the public, students, and scientists in other fields to learn about geoscience 
and environmental topics outside the typical formal educational environment. The field area is 
the Walking Box Ranch, a field research station operated by UNLV in the Mojave Desert in 
southern NV. The geologic environment around Walking Box Ranch is an ideal location for this 
project due to the diversity of geologic features, the abundance of remote sensing and 
environmental datasets, and the ease of access for official visitors to the field station, as well as 
school groups and casual users coming from Las Vegas or southern CA.
OBJECTIVES
Unlike virtual field trips or simulated field and laboratory exercises, where technology is 
used to replace the field experience, this effort is focused on using hand-held devices to encour-
age users (students, public, etc.) to observe interesting and unique natural features first-hand 
[Guertin, 2006; Hesthammer, et al., 2002]. Therefore, the materials generated throughout this 
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project will be optimized for use at and around Walking Box Ranch during field trips, tours, or 
unrelated activities.  To this end, a series of electronic media field guides will be developed, in 
which participants at the ranch will have the opportunity to observe landscape and macro-scale 
features, guided by audio-tracks, remote sensing imagery, and animations to describe the geolo-
gic context and dynamic history of the region. The primary objective is to develop the technolo-
gical framework and content to increase the public understanding of earth science, climatic 
change, remote sensing, and the scientific community's ongoing efforts to study these topics. Al-
though the products of this effort are likely to be utilized within formal educational formats (e.g. 
UNLV course field trips), the focus is on informal education, and our target audience is anyone 
who is interested in the natural history of the Mojave Desert in southern NV and CA. 
METHODOLOGY
A series of podcast-style field guides will be developed for which participants are 
expected to be in the field, observing features first-hand, guided by a GPS-enabled digital media 
player such as a smartphone or ipad. The goal is to provide the participant with a personal 
connection to the natural environment, enhanced with independent observations and a robust 
series of resources to reinforce the experience. Aimed at the non-technical user, the use of 
common technology will provide the chance for each user to tailor their experience, and provide 
details as necessary about the science of remote sensing, geology, or environmental science, 
through pod/vodcasts and augmented reality layers. Materials will be provided in a digital media 
format, including images, video animations, and audio podcasts of specific topics, so that users 
are guided by oral description rather than reading text (Figure 1). To facilitate the use of these 
resources in courses, K-12 educators, and other user groups, the entire framework will be made 
available on the web in a GIS format viewable on software such as GoogleEarth, allowing users 
to easily navigate the possibilities for investigation, locations ideal for visiting, and opportunities 
to become more engaged.  Additional on-line materials and programs will give participants the 
ability to log and connect their experiences with resources already provided by NASA and 
science education organizations.
Evaluation and development of guides will occur in parallel with the PIs academic year 
courses, which includes teaching multiple sections of introductory geoscience courses for non-
majors. Introductory students taking courses in Introductory Geology, Geography or Natural 
Disasters will utilize some of the field guide materials as part of the courses, and additionally be 
encouraged to utilize guides for recreational trips. These users will formally and informally 
provide feedback for both a course-oriented and non-academic setting. This way, direct 
evaluation of the program’s effectiveness in generating new interest and covering key concepts 
will occur to drive the development and topics that are most engaging to a non-specialized public 
audience. In addition, feedback will be solicited from any users of the field guide materials, and 
web statistics of downloads will be recorded and analyzed to drive location and topic interests in 
future guide development.
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Figure 1. An enhanced view of a geologic landscape. The upper image is the scene as 
would be observed by a user in the field. The enhanced view shown below is what would be 
displayed on the hand-held device. The image shows additional information draped on the 
scene, allowing the user to learn the geologic unit names, and identify the features of 
interest. 
Remote Sensing and Geospatial Data
Remote sensing observations and geospatial data are the foundation upon which this edu-
cational program is built. NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) is a comprehensive series of 
satellites and instruments designed to perform a wide array of tasks including atmospheric and 
solar radiation monitoring, geologic and resource mapping, mapping and monitoring land use 
change, and urban development (King, 1999). The remote sensing datasets that will be utilized in 
this project are the workhorses of EOS. ASTER and MODIS aboard the Terra spacecraft observe 
the Earth's atmosphere and surface from space from a multispectral perspective. They collect im-
agery at a number of spectral wavelengths ranging from the visible (.3 μm) to the thermal in-
frared (>150 μm). This wide spectral range allows researchers to pick and choose the best 
wavelengths to look at specific compositional and physical properties over the globe. We will 
utilize this same flexibility in developing images and maps of the Mojave Desert, and provide the 
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best choice of spatial and spectral characteristics to illustrate the unique geologic characteristics 
of the region (Figure 2).  
Figure 2. Two different remote sensing perspectives of the Mojave Desert. Walking Box 
Ranch is at the center of the circle in both images. The VNIR scene shows a visible 
wavelenth image, and the TIR shows a thermal infrared wavelength image in which 
composition dominates the color differences. In the TIR scene, green indicates limestone, 
blue is mafic minerals, and red is quart-dominated rocks.
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is an important set of tools in geospatial 
sciences, and is fundamental in developing the modules. GPS allows untrained users to locate 
themselves to within a few meters, and it also assists in identifying distant geographical features. 
With the toolkit available in any smartphone, users can be guided to features that illustrate the 
concepts of geologic and landscape evolution that are key pieces of information in the story of 
the Mojave. In addition to the geologic story, the combination of remote sensing datasets and 
GPS provides a handheld Geographic Information System (GIS) that can be manipulated in the 
field. As users view and listen to the field guides, they will gain practical experience in under-
standing the format and application of a variety of geospatial technologies.  
4. DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS
 
Modules produced as part of this project will be released free to the public and 
disseminated through a number of different sources. It is expected that the modules will be 
available for download on the Walking Box Ranch website, and this will serve as the primary 
portal for information. The materials will be promoted though the UNLV Geoscience department 
though introductory courses, and included in the list of resources to science teachers and the 
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public. Upon completion of the initial set of modules, the materials will be in place to develop a 
curriculum component for Clark County schools. It is expected that future work will disseminate 
these materials to science teachers in the region and include teacher training materials.
5. WORK PLAN
Dec-Jan 2011: Recon and data collection at Walking Box Ranch.
Spring 2011: Development of platform for module downloading/viewing on a variety of devices. 
Continued data collection and mapping in the field, and preliminary testing of devices in 
the field. Content testing with intro Geoscience field trip to Walking Box Ranch.
Personnel: 2 undergraduate assistants (half and ¼ time)
Summer 2011: Production of final audio and video modules. Field testing of devices and content.
Personnel: PI (1 mo), professional graphic designer (40-60 hrs)
Fall 2011: Release of modules to the public and intro Geoscience courses.  
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7. BUDGET JUSTIFICATION
Key Personnel:
Principal Investigator, Scott Nowicki, Asst. Prof in Residence, UNLV
Salary is budgeted for PI for one summer month, during the 2011 summer term. 
Fringe benefits at a rate of 17% are included.
Other Personnel:
Undergraduate Students
Two half-time undergraduate student positions are budgeted for the project. One 
will ideally be a computer science major, who will develop applications for the diverse 
media devices, and along with the second undergraduate student, assist in the 
development of the guides in the field and in the lab. Considering the high-level of 
involvement and skills necessary, the salary budgeted for the undergraduate students will 
be $12/hr. Both students will be required to be eligible for federal work-study, which will 
allow the budget to include only 25% of the salary. 
Contracted Media Arts Professional
A professional graphic artist is budgeted at a rate of ~$50/hr for 40 hours for the 
production of professional-quality video and digital and hardcopy media materials that 
are integral to the field guides. 
Travel:
Travel budget includes transport and costs for fifteen days of field work, based at 
Walking Box Ranch. Costs include renting a department vehicle at .50 /mile, ~$65/day.
Minor Equipment and Supplies:
We will need to field test a variety of hand-held devices for technical capabilities as well 
as practicality. There are currently at least 4 varieties of devices that should be expected to be op-
erable with our media. They are: iphone, android-based phones, and GPS-enabled netbooks (Pc 
and IPad).  Each can be purchased for ~$400. Data services for iphone and android phone will 
also be necessary, which costs ~$30/month for each = ~$720 for 1 year.
Ipad 400
Iphone 400
Android Phone 400
Services 720
Add Supplies 300
Total $2620
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8. BUDGET
A.  Senior Personnel YEAR 1
PI (1 summer month, 2011) $6,111 
 
 
B.  Other Personnel
Undergraduate (2) 1,350
Total S&W 7,461
C.  Fringe Benefits 1,174
Total SWF 8,635
D.  Equipment $0 
E.  Travel 975
     Foreign Travel
F.  Participant Costs
G.  Other
     1.  Materials & Supplies 2,620
     2.  Pub 0
     3.  Consultant 2,000
     4.  Computer 0
     5.  Subs 0
     6.  Other 0
Total Other Costs 4,620
H.  TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 14,230
Progress Report for Walking Box Ranch Research and Education Grant 1/1/2011 
 
 
Title: Multimedia Field Guides for Public Engagement at Walking Box Ranch, Mojave Desert 
 
PI:  
Dr. Scott Nowicki  
Assistant Professor in Residence   
UNLV Department of Geoscience  
702-895-1239 
scott.nowicki@unlv.edu 
 
Project Dates: 
 
 Nov 1 2010 – Dec 31 2010 
 
Results: 
 
Preliminary work for the development of Walking Box Ranch field guides has included 
1) initial testing of hand-held hardware for users, 2) hiring of team members, and 3) preliminary 
research for geologic guides. 
We purchased three types of mobile devices: an iPhone, an Android-based phone and an 
iPad. All three have the ability to provide location based services and display all of the media we 
plan to develop in the course of the program. The smartphones show the most promise, since 
they are built to run the free application Layar. Layar has the ability to display geospatial 
information on the screen, using an enhanced view with the phone’s camera. Within the Walking 
Box Ranch area, both UNLV-provided wifi and wireless coverage provide sufficient data 
capabilities that we will be able to stream all media to users even though the location feels 
remote. Preliminary testing suggests that WBR has ideal conditions, and the hardware has 
sufficient capabilities to make the guides easily accessible to all users. 
The team has been identified, and two ideal undergraduate student workers have been 
hired to assist in the development over the next 6 months. One is a senior computer science 
major, and will assist with the software development, and the second is a senior geology major, 
who will provide assistance in data collection and compilation. The last member of the team is a 
graphic artist that has experience with developing media for science applications. All of the team 
members will begin work in the beginning of January.  
Initial remote sensing data from the NASA Earth Observing System satellites has proven 
to be sufficient to provide many images at 15-meter and better resolution at the WBR site, 
allowing for visualization of geologic information at a scale that is appropriate for users on the 
ground.  
 
